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The red ‘walkway’ carpet tiling leading from the 
kitchen to the main meeting room

Rudey the Labradoodle roams the office and 
greets visitors on their arrival

The entrance area at William Alexander

• LOCATION: HOVE,  
EAST SUSSEX

• VALUE: £155,000

• FLOOR AREA: 3660 SQ. FT

• DURATION: 6 WEEKS

• STAFF NO: 30
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Office Profile were approached by William 
Alexander for a full office refurbishment at their 
new premises.  They wanted an industrial look 
and feel to their office whilst still being modern 
and inviting to staff and clients alike.

 
Office Profile pitched against three other 
companies for the project and won by emphasising 
the quality of our design solution and final build.  
The office is based in Hove near the seafront, and 
has fantastic views of the sea, especially through 
the porthole style window at one end of the office. 
 
To facilitate the industrial look, we removed 
the suspended ceiling that was originally at 
the premises and exposed the concrete and 
HVAC above, which gives the office a fantastic 
appearance and individual character.  In the main 
working area we supplied space effective white 
bench desking with cable trays, paired with black 
operator chairs for a monochrome contrast. New 
carpet tiling was fitted, wtih a red ‘walkway’ 
design feature leading through the office. 

The main meeting room features a large walnut 
boardroom table surrounded by faux leather 
chairs. The glass facing the main office area 
features manifestation of the William Alexander 
logo along with their ethos of ‘Quality’, ‘Integrity’ 
and ‘Collaboration’. At the other end of the office 
is a generously sized kitchen and breakout area 
including a pool table and picnic style benching 
along with a kitchen with white cupboards, a  
black worktop and a striking red splashback.

The kitchen and breakout area including picnic 
style benching and pool table

Main meeting room featuring a large walnut 
boardroom table and faux leather chairs


